Use of an early nonlinearity to measure optical and receptor resolution in the human infant.
We measured the resolution of the optics and receptoral processes in human infants. To do so, we recorded visual-evoked potentials (VEPs) to sampled sinewave gratings, stimuli that generate highly visible distortion products at a nonlinearity early in the retina. We varied the spatial frequency content of the stimulus to determine the frequencies that can be transmitted through the optics and receptors and thereby generate distortion products. Data were collected from adults and 2- to 7-month-old infants. The results indicated that the resolution of the infants' optical/receptoral processes was within a factor of two of adults' even at the earliest ages tested. These first stages of processing, therefore, do not explain infants' poor performance in many visual tasks, or restrict the types of visual stimuli affecting more central mechanisms that undergo experience-dependent development.